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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

What I learnt working for Kerry Packer 

 

I assist business owners improve their management and leadership skills so they can grow 

their business. This is done through taking on the role of advisor, coach, mentor or 

facilitator – depending on the needs of the business owners. 

In this work I regularly use stories from my own business experience to illustrate and 

support discussion. The source of many of these stories is my six years in the 1980’s working 

for Kerry Packer. As my Kerry Packer stories always generate interest and comment, at the 

urging of colleagues I have summarised them so they can be shared with a wider audience. 

I hope you enjoy the read and find these stories and lessons learnt helpful to you and your 

business. 

 

Neil Tuckwell 

March 2016 
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BACKGROUND 

 

Kerry Packer was a well-known figure in Australia through his business and social activities, 

and was commonly referred to as a media tycoon. He died in December 2005 but is still 

remembered as a larger than life character. 

I first saw Kerry in the flesh at the inaugural day/night international cricket match at the 

Sydney Cricket Ground in late 1978. He was a ball of energy with his sleeves rolled up, racing 

around, enjoying his vision for cricket coming to life. 

In early 1981 I left the Government owned international telecommunications business OTC 

and joined a company called BTS, of which he was a part-owner. BTS was seeking reform in 

Australia’s telecommunications industry through the proposed domestic satellite system 

(which Kerry had advocated a couple of years earlier). In July 1983 this business closed and I 

went to work for him at Consolidated Press Holdings (CPH). I left there in August 1989 to 

join a start-up telecommunications venture in New Zealand. 

This compendium of stories relates to my experiences and what I learnt working for Kerry 

Packer (or KP as he was called). There are many Kerry Packer stories, and no shortage of 

books and documentaries for those interested in the man himself and his many exploits. 
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GETTTING STARTED 

 

In the dying days of BTS Kerry became the sole owner. I was asked to come and work for 

him to continue the thrust into the telecommunications market. I was also approached by a 

leading management consulting firm with a lucrative job offer. 

I decided to seek expert advice from a merchant banker I knew on which offer to accept. He 

told me: 

“Go and work for Kerry. While not as lucrative, it is a one off opportunity. You will 

learn more there on how to run a business and start a business than anywhere else. 

This is what you need to learn. If you are good at it you will build on the experience. 

And if you are no good at it, at least you will know. You can become a consultant 

later.” 

In my first week working for KP I had a meeting with him. I asked what he wanted me to do. 

The reply was short and sharp: 

“Fxxxxd if I know, son. You’re so smart, you find something to do.” 

Lessons Learnt 

Facing a major decision, seek expert advice. 

Know what you need to do to develop your skills and experience. 

Take responsibility for what you should be doing rather than just what you are doing. 
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TICKETING 

 

Proceeds from the initial day/night cricket match in 1978 showed a big discrepancy between 

attendance figures and the number of tickets sold for admission. KP was being screwed and 

he was unhappy. To fix this he bought 20% of the business doing the ticketing at the Sydney 

Cricket Ground (Bass NSW). 

Soon after I started at CPH the opportunity arose to buy the remainder of Bass NSW. I was 

told to have a look at it and make a recommendation. The business was poorly managed, 

but was an effective monopoly with great cash flow and opportunity to expand and become 

more efficient through better use of telecommunications. 

I recommended to KP he acquire the remaining 80% of the business. He agreed and the 

conversation went as follows: 

KP “You can run it.” 

Me “That’s not in the business plan.” 

KP “It fxxxxxg is now” 

Me “But I don’t know anything about ticketing.” 

KP “Well, fxxxxxg learn!” 

When we took over the business annual profit was around $100k. My first budget meeting 

with KP set a target of $250k. In subsequent years this target increased in increments of 

$250k until my last year running the business we aimed for $1m. At each budget review I 

was asked the same question: 

“What the fxxk are you doing with my money, son?” 

To achieve our budgets we had to improve our marketing. The marketing manager I 

inherited when we took over the business was not up to the challenge and so I had to fire 

him. This was my first experience with this difficult task so I sought the advice and 

assistance of an outplacement company. A couple of years later through another business I 
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met up with the person I had fired. We discussed what happened and he thanked me for 

the way it was handled. He said that with hindsight it was for the best as it allowed him to 

reassess and find a position better suited to his capabilities. 

The business had great cash flow, selling events months ahead and not paying the promoter 

until after the event. The cash was invested and we shared “an agreed interest” with the 

promoter. We were investing the cash at a much higher rate through KP’s finance arm and 

keeping the difference. We were making as much money from the money as we were from 

selling tickets. In addition, I eliminated all the unacceptable cash “stealing” that led KP into 

the business. 

When Dire Straits tickets were to go on sale we arranged with Telecom (now Telstra) to do 

everything possible to manage our phone system and the likelihood of congestion at the 

local and neighbouring exchanges. When the tickets went on sale the whole CPH phone 

system became congested and nobody was able to make or receive calls. I spoke to Kerry’s 

PA Pat Wheatley, told her what was happening and that we were selling more than a 

thousand tickets a minute. Pat said Kerry would understand why he couldn’t use his phone 

and that he would be happy to wait until he could. 

We had exclusive ticketing rights for the Sydney Cricket Ground where the AFL’s Sydney 

Swans played their home games. At the time the Swans were struggling to attract any sort 

of a crowd and a few days before each home game they would call: 

Swans “Neil, how many tickets have you sold?” 

Me “About 3,000.” 

Swans “Can you print off 20,000 and give them away through your agencies so we can 

paper the house for television.” 

Me “We can print off 20,000 tickets but we will struggle to give them away.” 

After managing and expanding the business for just over 3 years KP was happy for me to put 

someone else in the job and pursue other opportunities. Subject to me maintaining an 

oversight of the business. 
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During my association with the ticketing business we changed its name to Ticketek. The 

business went on to become a very valuable asset in the Packer portfolio. 

Lessons Learnt 

Take full responsibility for your recommendations to senior management. 

If you don’t know something important, learn about it. 

You must understand the importance of cash flow and how to best manage it. 

Set a budget goal. Then strive to meet it. 

If you have to fire someone do it properly. 

Treat shareholders’ money as if it was your own. 

Satisfying customer demand and making money are the most important activities of a 

business. 

Even if you provide something free the value of what you are giving away is still determined 

by the customer. 
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OTHER BUSINESSES 

 

Having served my apprenticeship with the ticketing business I was entrusted to be involved 

in other businesses, including new ventures. This included travelling to the UK and USA to 

investigate opportunities. 

On my first trip I arrived at Heathrow to be met by a driver. On the way to my hotel we 

talked and he told me this story: 

Driver “I work exclusively for Mr Packer. Have done since I first drove for him a few years 

ago.” 

Me “How did that happen?” 

Driver “One night I drove him to a casino and he told me to wait outside in the car for him. 

I’d been waiting about 3 hours, it was almost 2am and I was getting a bit anxious. 

Then Mr Packer appeared carrying a large brown paper bag, threw it on the back 

seat, told me to go home that he was going somewhere else, and to pick him up at 

his hotel at mid-day. I asked him what was in the bag. He said his winnings. So I 

asked him how much? He said fxxxxd if I know, count it! I went home and counted 

the money. More than 200,000 quid in notes. I put the bag under the bed and was so 

nervous I didn’t sleep a wink. Next day I collected him at his hotel and gave him the 

bag. He looked inside it, grunted thanks, and told me from then on he wanted me to 

work only for him.” 

Arising from my UK visit I developed a proposal for a telecommunications related business 

requiring a $1m investment. My Group General Manager Bob Graham told me KP was 

dyslectic and did not like reading long documents. So I carefully wrote my business proposal 

double space on one page. KP lent back in his chair, put his large size shoes on his desk, 

slowly read the one pager, took a long look at me, grunted and said: 

“Agreed in principle.” 

That was all that was said. I left KP’s office and spoke to Bob about what had transpired: 

Me “What does agreed in principle mean?” 
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Bob “It means that if you want to do it you have the funding. And if you decide not to do it 

Kerry will understand.” 

Me “Well I have no choice but to go ahead.” 

Bob “Exactly. You made the recommendation. Kerry is only giving you the opportunity.” 

The business was to provide alphanumeric radiopaging, telephone answering and inbound 

telemarketing. It launched slowly and talking to KP about getting it ramped up he told me he 

would arrange for John Singleton the advertising guru to give me a hand. My first meeting 

with John went as follows: 

John “Neil, tell me about your business in 30 seconds.” 

Me “I can’t do that. It would take more time to explain it.” 

John “Well I can’t help you.” 

Me “Why not?” 

John “Because I’ve only got 30 seconds for a TV commercial to tell people about your 

business.” 

18 months later it was apparent this business would not succeed and I had to close it down. 

While I was getting this business up and running I began reporting to another Group General 

Manager Lynton Taylor and was given the opportunity of developing a second 

telecommunications related business. This business was to provide inbound voice 

information services on the newly launched Telecom 0055 platform. Lynton brought a 

number of “personalities” into the business to help start it. These people came with 

significant cost, and while the business proved moderately successful most of them drifted 

away when they saw it wasn’t going to be a flyer. 

The most interesting of these personalities was Athena Starlady who put her name to our 

horoscope service. When I first met Athena she was dressed in a dazzling outfit with 

bandana, bangles and beads. I asked her why people read and listened to horoscopes. She 

replied: 
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“Darling, I sell hope. And there’s no shortage of demand.” 

Apart from my responsibilities in ticketing and the start-ups I was also involved in the 

ongoing battle to deregulate the telecommunications market. This included being part of a 

team of experts led by Malcolm Turnbull (in-house counsel) to lobby Government and the 

bureaucracy. As well, we formed a joint venture with Cable & Wireless (owners of Hong 

Kong Telephone) and employed Neville Wran to assist in representations to the Hawke 

Government. Progress was limited and slow and KP eventually lost interest in continuing the 

battle. 

Lessons Learnt 

Having a successful experience running a business is important before you undertake a 

start-up. 

Trust is an important business attribute. 

Make sure you are prepared to fully commit to your recommendations. You may have to 

live with them. 

With a start-up you are investing in the people who will run it as much as the business 

proposal. 

Not all start-ups work. Keep trying. 

Know when a start-up is not succeeding. An early death is preferable to a lingering demise. 

Know how to simply and effectively communicate what your business does. 

Employing rock stars and personalities costs a lot of money and doesn’t guarantee success. 

Lobbying Government and the bureaucracy, no matter what your firepower, is a challenge. 
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HOW THE EMPIRE WORKED 

 

After a corporate background I found working in the empire of a media tycoon to be very 

different. It was more like a feudal court – a king, the “princes” or Group General Managers 

(such as Trevor Kennedy, Sam Chisholm and Lynton Taylor), General Managers (such as 

myself), and then staff. Loyalty was an important requirement at all levels but particularly in 

the upper echelon. When earned it was reciprocated. 

Most General Managers were responsible for a number of businesses, and I have recounted 

my experience above. This gave each General Manager exposure to a range of different 

businesses. Reporting was as much to KP, if he took a particular interest in your business, as 

it was to the prince to whom you reported. 

The finance function in the empire was centrally managed. Some businesses had an internal 

accountant but many didn’t, and there was no HR department. Everyone managed their 

own staff. 

If a business was performing well, you usually only saw KP to discuss performance once a 

year - at budget time. If it wasn’t performing you were left in no doubt and visits to KP’s 

office were at any time of his choosing (usually without warning). 

In many ways KP acted as a banker. Businesses were structured so they could be readily 

sold, non-performing businesses were closed down (unless KP took a shine to the business), 

businesses were bought (often with little notice if you were assigned the job of running it), 

and start-ups were part of the business fabric. 

As an example of businesses being available for sale, I recall the day he addressed us all at 

Park Street to say he was selling Channel 9 to Alan Bond. Everyone in the room was 

shocked. He said the offer was too good to refuse, Bond would screw it up, and he would 

eventually buy it back for a lot less. And he was right. 

For start-up magazines, KP had a very simple formula. Either get profitable by six months or 

“cut its throat”. Most new magazines failed, but there were spectacular successes such as 

Personal Computer (Sean Howard who went on the found Ozemail). Other start-ups were 

given more latitude but none had unlimited time. 
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While General Managers had a lot of delegated responsibility, apart from the finance 

function other matters centralised were donations/sponsorships (there were always people 

wanting KP’s money) and the annual Christmas gift to all staff. 

Everyone, from the Group General Managers to the switchboard operators received the 

same Christmas gift of appreciation. It always came from KP with a card thanking you for 

your contribution to the success of the company. In a good year this was a very generous 

gift (such as an Esky filled with premium goodies) to a more modest gift in a lean year. 

Lessons Learnt 

The advantages of a simple corporate structure with fully delegated responsibility. 

The attributes of loyalty and performance. 

Every business is for sale. 

Set a time frame for judging whether a start-up will succeed. 

The importance of saying “thank you” to all staff and rewarding them equally. 
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AT A PERSONAL LEVEL 

 

While loyalty was a requirement in the empire the downside was being owned. 

On a visit to the UK I met Bruce Gyngell who went there to run TV AM. He told me how one 

night at his Sydney home he was showering and getting ready for bed when KP called. Kerry 

said he was leaving for a business trip on his private jet in a few hours and he wanted Bruce 

to come with him. Bruce said he told Kerry he was getting ready for bed but Kerry wasn’t 

interested. Bruce abruptly changed plans and went with Kerry. 

Tony Greig told me his experience. One Sunday afternoon he was hosting visitors at his 

Vaucluse home. The phone rang and it was Kerry: 

“We’re going to the football this afternoon. I’ll have the car collect you in an hour!” 

Tony said he told Kerry he had visitors, but to no avail. Tony went to the football. 

KP was not the fittest man, and it was suggested by his doctor he should attend a gym. So 

he built his own (the Hyde Park Health Club) in a nearby building previously occupied by the 

Daily Telegraph (which had been sold to Murdoch). He then partitioned off about a third of 

the space for his private use. The remaining space was operated commercially, albeit with 

the cost of KP’s space included. All General Managers were automatically enrolled at the 

gym so they too could get fit with the costs charged to their business. 

On a visit to the US I was travelling with a colleague David Maxwell from the television part 

of the empire. We were in LA when David got a call from KP to collect a package of shirts 

and shoes for him and bring them back on the plane. I was waiting outside the terminal 

when this large limousine rolled up with David in the back seat. David told me to get a big 

trolley and we loaded on two large packages for KP – one full of new shirts and the other full 

of new shoes. KP was much bigger than David and I so we had to do a lot of smooth talking 

at customs in Sydney to get the shirts and shoes in duty free. 

Following some demanding times in the ticketing business I was encouraged to take my 

family to Noosa for a holiday. KP owned a block of apartments there and in the off season 
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made them available to selected people at very favourable rates (but not free). Noosa 

wasn’t my preferred holiday spot but the offer could not be easily refused. 

On one visit to KP’s office he was watching Channel 9 on television. However, I noticed 

something different. KP had a direct studio feed from Artarmon via a private radio link into 

his office on the 3rd floor at Park Street. So he didn’t have to watch the ads. 

On many Friday nights KP hosted after work drinks next to his office. There was a standing 

invitation to the princes and General Managers. Selected guests of KP would also attend. I 

went, but infrequently. Kerry was a genial host and charming with his conversation. While 

he smoked I never saw him drink alcohol. 

I recall one such evening discussing the Costigan Royal Commission and the Goanna 

allegations that Kerry was involved in drug dealing. The accusations were subsequently 

proven totally false. But the pain and the effect it had on Kerry was noticeable. He was badly 

shaken and it was the only time I saw him as vulnerable. 

Another evening we were discussing family life and Tony Greig asked him what was the 

secret to his long marriage with Ros. Came the reply: 

“I can’t fxxxxxg afford to get divorced!” 

The demands of working in the empire were at times very stressful. Without the strong 

support and understanding of my wife Valdine it would have been more difficult and 

certainly less worthwhile. My criteria for a successful marriage differed from KP’s. 

Lessons Learnt 

In business loyalty and getting close to someone needs to be balanced against being owned 

by that person. 

There is no free lunch. 

Media tycoons really are a different breed. 

Everyone bleeds. 

In your business activities, the importance of understanding and support from your partner. 
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LEAVING 

 

In mid-1989 I was approached by a head hunter to take up a term contract with Television 

New Zealand as part of a consortium wanting to enter the recently deregulated 

telecommunications market and compete directly with Telecom New Zealand. 

Initially I could see little attraction in leaving Sydney and risk going to the unknown in New 

Zealand. However, on reflection and with the support of my wife and two daughters I 

realised: 

 It was time to leave the Packer empire. My time there was up. I had learnt a lot but 

given much in return. The future there only held more of the same. 

 I had worked hard starting and running small businesses and now I was ready for a 

major start-up. 

 The desire to return to mainstream telecommunications rather than continue the battle 

unsupported and on the periphery. 

The clincher was one afternoon when KP (a big gambler) laid $1m on a horse at Randwick 

and lost. That was equivalent to the whole profit in my last year running the ticketing 

business. By coincidence it was also the same amount I had lost in my first start-up. 

Ultimately, it was all KP’s money and he ascribed a different value to money than I did. 

When I left the Packer empire it was with KP’s understanding and support for what I was 

doing. I was given a very generous gift as appreciation for my contributions. I received back 

all my superannuation contributions (which at the time was discretionary rather than 

mandatory). 

My first task in New Zealand was to be part of a small team developing the business plan for 

what became Clear Communications. We proposed to the consortium a funding 

requirement of approximately $100m to get the business up and running successfully. The 

Chairman John Eade said to me: 

“Neil, if Kerry Packer trusted you with his money then I know we can trust you with 

ours.” 
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During my first year in New Zealand I took a number of calls from people in CPH to assist in 

matters within my previous responsibilities. Throughout my time in New Zealand I 

maintained contact with key people in CPH, which proved of benefit further down the track. 

Lessons Learnt 

Know when it’s time to go and move to the next opportunity. 

When you do go make sure it is on good terms. 

The benefits of maintaining contacts. 
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IN RETROSPECT 

 

My contract in New Zealand finished in October 1993 and I took up a term position at 

AUSTEL (the Australian Telecommunications Authority) in Melbourne, becoming Chairman 

and CEO. When this appointment concluded in June 1997 with the end of the Telstra/Optus 

duopoly I established my own telecommunications advisory business. In mid-2004 I stopped 

full time consulting and directed my business at being an advisor, coach, mentor and 

facilitator to owners of small businesses on a part time and pro bono basis. 

My experience with start-ups and managing small businesses began in the Packer empire 

and gave me a good understanding of, and empathy for, the challenges faced by owners of 

small businesses. 

From my decision point at BTS I had gone through a number of steps starting with working 

for Kerry Packer to arrive 14 years later at my alternative choice destination of being a 

consultant. 

Looking back on this journey I realise I had evolved as a one person business. The initial step 

was taken with BTS but all the ground work and development took place working for Kerry 

Packer. Rather than simply seek out employment opportunities, I had seized the initiative 

and built skills, connections and reputational capital that were transferrable and valuable. 

The journey entailed risk at each major step. It also required me to identify, seize and 

relocate to the opportunity. Associated with relocation was the need to build new 

relationships and to keep the family internally strong as we were all in it together. 

In May 2008 we moved from Melbourne to Adelaide. We had to start our social life from 

scratch (again) as well as my business activities. But we were experienced and well 

prepared, and ultimately successful in these endeavours. 

My transition from corporate to corporate entrepreneur and finally to entrepreneur I owe 

to what I learnt working for Kerry Packer. 
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Neil Tuckwell is a seasoned business practitioner who assists owners of small and medium 

size businesses improve their management and leadership skills so they can grow their 

business. 

 

I have more than 40 years business experience in a wide range of organisations. During this 

period I have had many roles from technical specialist to manager, Chairman and CEO. I 

have been directly involved in more than 10 start-up businesses. Through these experiences 

I have developed a wide range of management and leadership skills. As such, I am uniquely 

positioned to assist business owners develop their management and leadership skills 

through services such as coaching and mentoring. 

 

My approach to providing these services is to assist the client discover and develop their 

own best solution to their challenge. The benefit of this approach is that the client learns 

from the process and owns the outcome. I also operate in a monitoring role during the 

implementation phase to further benefit the client by assisting them achieve their 

milestones and goals. 

 

Specialties: business planning; business models; meeting facilitation; mentoring; coaching; 

business advisory, including locating and acquiring other specialist business advisors. 

 

Neil Tuckwell 

0414 587 355 

neil@neiltuckwell.com.au 
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